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Background: The guideline recommended chest compression depth, rate, and

recoil are essential factors for the return of spontaneous circulation (ROSC)

in cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR). A pediatric resuscitation collaboration

recently demonstrated that healthcare providers fail to meet the American Heart

Association (AHA) guidelines, with the greatest di�culty being in achieving chest

compression depth targets in infants. We hypothesized that the use of the heel of

one hand [open palm technique (OPT)] will increase chest compression depth in

infants compared to standard CPR techniques [two-finger technique (TFT), two

thumb-encircling hand technique (TTT)].

Methods: A prospective, randomized, single-center study was completed using

an infant manikin. Thirty pediatric critical care providers performed 2min of CPR

for each technique followed by 5min of rest. Each participant completed a survey

at the end that assessed the di�culty level in order to assess the feasibility of this

new technique.

Results: The mean chest compression depth for the OPT was significantly

deeper compared to TFT (2.61± 0.63 cm vs. 2.25 ± 0.54 cm, p = 0.0004) but

not significantly deeper compared to TTT (2.43 ± 0.46 cm, p = 0.0820). OPT was

graded as the easiest technique, followed by TTT (2.20 ± 0.76 vs. 3.17 ± 0.95, p <

0.0001) and then TFT (3.38 ± 0.83, p < 0.0001).

Conclusion: The use of OPT for infant CPR resulted in improved chest

compression depth. OPT was considered the easiest technique compared to

standard infant CPR techniques, thus making it feasible to perform. Importantly,

all providers failed to meet the AHA infant chest compression depth goal of 4 cm,

regardless of the technique. Future research is needed to optimize CPR technique

and performance to achieve targeted chest compression depth in infants.

KEYWORDS

cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR), chest compression depth, infants, manikin, CPR

technique

1. Introduction

Pediatric cardiac arrest requiring cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR)

occurs in 2–6% of children admitted to pediatric intensive care units

(PICU), resulting in high mortality (1–3). High-quality CPR is the primary

component influencing survival and neurodevelopmental outcomes after

cardiac arrest in infants (3). For infant resuscitation, the American Heart

Association (AHA) recommends the delivery of high-quality chest compressions,
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which consist of a chest compression depth of at least one-third

of the anterior–posterior diameter of the chest, or approximately

1.5 in (4 cm), a chest compression rate of 100–120 beats/min,

and chest recoil for the establishment of return of spontaneous

circulation (ROSC) (4, 5). An international pediatric resuscitation

collaboration demonstrated that healthcare providers fail to meet

the metrics of the AHA guidelines, with the greatest difficulty being

in achieving chest compression depth targets in infants (6). Wolfe

et al. demonstrated that deviations from the AHA guidelines during

pediatric CPR are associated with decreased event survival (7).

In the PICU, the rates of acute in-hospital cardiac arrest event

survival (return of spontaneous circulation or return of circulation

with extracorporeal support) are 78–90% and survival to discharge

is 32–67%, with a favorable neurological outcome of 89–90% of

survivors, as published in a recent multicenter observation study

(8, 9). However, if quality CPR can be achieved, outcomes for

pediatric IHCA could be improved.

Standard infant CPR techniques include the two-finger

technique (TFT) for a single rescuer and the two thumb-

encircling-hand thumb technique (TTT) for two rescuers (5). Chest

compression techniques using fingers in infant CPR have been

associated with inadequate compression depth and fatigue during

CPR (5). Importantly, the reason for recommending compression

with fingers in infant CPR is to reduce chest compression-related

injuries, such as rib fractures or liver lacerations, in small infants

(10–12). Since healthcare professionals provide inadequate chest

compression depth and rate by standardized CPR techniques (13),

there is a need for better techniques for effective infant CPR during

pediatric cardiopulmonary arrest. We hypothesize that, by using

the heel of the open palm [open palm technique (OPT)] rather than

fingers for infant CPR, chest compression depth will increase.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Study participants

This study has been approved by the appropriate ethical

committees related to the institution, and subjects gave informed

consent to participate. This approval was provided by the

Institutional Review Board of the University of Iowa (IRB

ID # 202005129). An email was sent to providers in the

PICU (physicians, fellows, advanced practice providers, nurses,

and respiratory therapists) describing the study and asking for

participation. Subjects that responded to the email gave verbal

consent prior to starting the study. Each participant was asked to

perform three infant CPR techniques followed by a survey at the

end of the study.

2.2. Study design

A standardized infant full-body resuscitation skills training

manikin (Laerdal Medical Product Number 220-25050) was used.

The manikin was placed on a standard hospital crib with a CPR

board underneath in a PICU hospital room at the University of

Iowa Stead Family Children’s Hospital. Participants were allowed to

use a step stool to adjust their height. Participants were encouraged

TABLE 1 Baseline characteristic of study participants.

Characteristics Data

Sex

Male 10 (33.3)

Female 20 (66.6)

Mean age (years) 37.4

PICU experience (years)

0–5 12 (40)

5–10 8 (26.6)

11–20 6 (20)

>20 4 (13.3)

Role

Nurses 17 (56.6)

Nurse practitioners 2 (6.6)

Fellows 2 (6.6)

Respiratory therapist 9 (30)

Data are expressed as n (%) unless otherwise indicated.

to use their dominant hand to perform the study. Before starting

the procedure, participants received instructions on using the novel

OPT from a single investigator (SP). Participants were allowed to

practice the new technique and receive feedback before starting

the timed compressions. The Research Randomizer software

(www.randomizer.org) was used to randomize the order of the CPR

techniques. Each participant performed three techniques: TFT,

TTT, and novel OPT. Each technique was performed for 2min

followed by a break of 5min, and the process was repeated. The

infant manikin was attached to ZOLL R series monitor/defibrillator

via ZOLL training pads to collect the data (ZOLL Medical,

Chelmsford, MA). ZOLL R-series defibrillator monitors displaying

the chest compression depth and the chest compression rate were

covered with a piece of paper. No CPR performance feedback or

CPR coaches were provided during the study. The defibrillator

monitor device is not calibrated to give audio feedback on

compression depth or rate when using the pediatric pads, indicated

for use on patients <25 kg.

2.3. Study variables and outcome

The primary outcomes for the study were chest compression

depth (cm), chest compression rate (beats per minute) and chest

compression fraction (%) for all three techniques. These data were

recorded by the ZOLL defibrillator, downloaded to a card, and

reviewed by ZOLL Rescue Net Code Review software. Data were

collected for first and second minute of CPR for each technique.

A survey was provided at the end of study to assess feasibility,

specifically relating to the difficulty level, of the new technique. A

study survey (Supplementary Figure 1) was provided at the end of

the study to record age, sex, and number of years working in PICU,

and the difficulty level (5-point Likert scale) for each technique

(TTT, TFT, OPT).
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TABLE 2 Comparison of quality of 2-min mean chest compression depth, chest compression rate and chest compression fraction.

OPT TFT TTT P-value

Chest compression depth (cm) 2.60± 0.63 2.24± 0.54 2.43± 0.46 p= 0.0004, OPT vs. TFT

p= 0.0820, OPT vs. TTT

p= 0.0656, TTT vs. TFT

Chest compression rate (beats per

minute)

116.66± 19.88 119.06± 17.33 115.45± 15.32 p= 0.4574, OPT vs. TFT

p= 0.7064, OPT vs. TTT

p= 0.2633, TTT vs. TFT

Chest compression fraction (%) 96.54± 4.68 94.84± 8.28 96.65± 4.38 p= 0.1255, OPT vs. TFT

p= 0.9151, OPT vs. TTT

p= 0.1015, TTT vs. TFT

Data was presented as mean and standard deviation.

OPT, Open Palm Technique; TFT, Two Finger Technique; TTT, Two Thumb-encircling-hand technique.

TABLE 3 Analysis of the di�erence in variables between time points.

Di�erence between time points
(time 2- time 1), median (IQR)

OPT TFT TTT p-value

Depth −0.14 (−0.3, 0.06)
∗p= 0.0022

−0.185 (−0.34,−0.06)
∗p= <0.0001

−0.187 (−0.29,−0.06)
∗p= 0.0004

∧0.0616

Rate −1.12 (−4.0, 1.38)

p= 0.2972

−0.515 (−4.39, 3.36)

p= 0.4622

−0.0795 (−4.5, 4.0)

p= 0.8020

∧0.6899

Chest compression fraction 3.33 (3.33, 5.0)
∗p= 0.0001

3.33 (0, 3.33)
∗p= 0.0036

3.33 (3.33, 5.0)
∗p < 0.0001

∧0.0002

Data presented as median (IQR). OPT, Open Palm Technique; TFT, Two Finger Technique; TTT, Two Thumb-encircling-hand Thumb technique.
∗The p-values under the median values are Wilcoxon signed rank test which shows if there is a difference between time point 2 and time point 1.
∧The p-values in far-right column are for the effect of time on depth, rate and chest compression fraction using all 180 trials individually.

2.4. Statistical analysis

Categorial data from the surveys are presented as raw numbers

and frequencies. Continuous data from CPR performance are

presented as mean and standard deviation. The three techniques

were compared using generalized linear modeling. Data were

divided into two time intervals: the first minute and the second

minute. The median values for each time interval for the three

techniques were compared using the Wilcoxon signed rank test for

each minute. As this was a pilot study with no prior use of this

technique, there was no sample size or power analysis. Data were

analyzed using SAS software (Cary, NC). Values of a p-value of <

0.05 were considered significant.

3. Results

A total of 30 pediatric critical care providers from the

University of Iowa Stead Family Children’s Hospital Pediatric

Intensive Care Unit participated in the study. The University

of Iowa Stead Family Children’s Hospital PICU is a 28-bed

unit with pediatric medical-surgical and cardiac patients. The

PICU has approximately 1,500 admissions annually and provides

advanced therapies including VADs, ECMO, CRRT, and solid organ

transplants. The baseline characteristics of the participants are

shown in Table 1.

The results of the three infant CPR techniques compared in the

study are shown in Table 2. Mean chest compression depth during

the entire 2-min trial was significantly deeper using OPT compared

to TFT. However, chest compression depth was similar for OPT

and TTT. TTT showed deeper chest compression depth than TFT,

though this was not significant. Chest compression rate and chest

compression fraction did not show significant differences in the

three techniques (Table 2).

The chest compression depth was significantly better when

OPT was used in the first minute (2.68 cm ± 0.65 cm) and the

second minute (2.52± 0.61 cm). In comparison, TFT produced the

lowest chest compression depth in the first minute (2.32± 0.51 cm)

and second minute (2.17 ± 0.56 cm). Significant differences

between time point 2 and time point 1 (2-min and 1-min,

respectively) were observed for all three techniques individually

(Table 3).

No significant differences were found among all three

techniques for the mean chest compression rate and the chest

compression fraction (Table 2). All rates were within the desired

100–120 bpm, and the chest compression fraction was >80%, as

recommended by the AHA. The chest compression fraction was

significantly higher in min 2 for all three techniques (Table 3).

Participants completed a questionnaire at the end of the

testing to assess the feasibility of this new technique by measuring

the difficulty level compared to standard techniques. Figure 1

highlights the points on the Likert scale survey that were selected

with the mean ± SD indicated by the bars. The OPT was graded
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as the easiest technique, followed by TTT (2.20 ± 0.76 vs. 3.17

± 0.95, p < 0.0001) and then TFT (3.83 ± 0.83, p < 0.0001)

(Table 4). Overall, the OPT was considered technically feasible as

it was scored as the easiest technique in comparison to standard

infant CPR techniques (TFT and TTT).

4. Discussion

To our knowledge, this is the first study demonstrating the use

of one hand OPT for infant CPR. Our results showed a statistically

significant increase in chest compression depth obtained with OPT

compared to TFT. The OPT was rated as the easiest technique

compared to standardized infant CPR techniques (TFT and TTT)

by 30 experienced pediatric critical care providers, highlighting

the feasibility of this new technique. All three techniques were

able to achieve an optimal chest compression rate (100–120

beats/min) and a chest compression fraction (>80%) according to

the AHA guidelines. No significant differences were found in chest

compression fraction and chest compression rate.

High-quality CPR is the primary component influencing

survival and neurodevelopmental outcomes after cardiac arrest in

infants (3). The five components of high-quality CPR for infants

are adequate chest compression rate (100–120 beats/min), adequate

chest compression depth of at least one-third of the anterior–

posterior diameter of the chest or approximately 1.5 in (4 cm), full

chest recoil, minimized interruptions in chest compressions, and

avoidance of excessive ventilation (14). The use of two standardized

infant CPR techniques, TFT and TTT, has the limitations of

inadequate chest compression depth, frequent interruptions, and

rescuer fatigue due to the use of small hand muscles (5).

Studies comparing standardized infant CPR techniques

indicate that TTT has a higher quality of chest compression

and longer hand-off time compared to TFT but that the ratio of

complete recoil is better with TFT than TTT (15–17). Another

study involving 209 medical personnel and emergency workers

who performed TFT and TTT on infant manikins could not

achieve adequate chest compressions (18). In an international

pediatric resuscitation collaboration, Niles et al. demonstrated

that providers often do not meet the 2015 AHA guideline

recommendations during the delivery of high-quality chest

compressions. Compliance was poor for chest compression rate

and depth in children, with the greatest difficulty in meeting chest

compression targets in younger children (6). Similar observations

have been noted during simulations. We were unable to achieve

the targeted chest compression depth of 4 cm for infants, as

recommended by the AHA guidelines with any of the three infant

CPR techniques (OPT, TFT, or TTT).

Several other manikin studies have investigated alternate

strategies for infant CPR including a new two-thumb technique

with thumbs angles at 90◦, a knocking finger technique, a

flexed two-finger chest compression technique, and utilization

of compression devices like plate-assisted pinch device or palm

pressor (19–23). A significant benefit to the utilization of one

hand OPT is the avoidance of small hand muscles (fingers and

thumb) and the lack of need to carry or find a compression device.

Multiple experienced pediatric critical care participants in our

study commented on the ease of performing OPT (Figure 1). In

FIGURE 1

Survey results regarding di�culty level. The proportion of the shape

highlights the frequency that number on the Likert scale was

selected. The bar demonstrates the mean survey response and the

standard deviation. OPT, open palm technique; TTT, two

thumb-encircling hand technique; TFT, two-finger technique.

a randomized study performed on manikins, a 1-min shift cycle

group achieved better chest compression depth, chest compression

rate, and chest recoil in comparison to a 2-min shift cycle group that

experienced higher rescuer fatigue (24). In our study, the data was

collected for the first minute and the secondminute of CPR for each

technique. Each technique had higher chest compression depth and

chest compression rate for the first minute in comparison to the

second minute as shown in Table 3. A randomized crossover adult

study evaluating the quality of 2-min chest compression indicated

optimal chest compression in the first 30 s of CPR in comparison

to the last 30 s of 2-min chest compression (25). However, the use

of a feedback device to sustain optimal chest compressions from

the initial 30 s to the last 30 s of a 2-min chest compression was

encouraged (25). No CPR feedback or verbal feedback was given

during our study.

Standard infant CPR techniques, including TFT and TTT,

are used for resuscitation in neonates with small chest diameter

(5). However, TFT and TTT are also for infants with greater

weights and wider chest diameter, posing several challenges. Both

standard techniques rely on the use of small muscles, making

the techniques prone to finger and provider fatigue (26). TFT

uses fingers with different lengths, requiring more vertical force to

achieve adequate chest compression leading to finger and rescuer

fatigue (14). Lack of support of the elbow while performing TFT

and TTT contributes to unsteadiness during CPR (18). The OPT

was developed by considering the challenges faced by rescuers

with fatigue, especially considering the size differences between

neonates and larger infants. The OPT allows providers to apply

pressure with the entire arm, constant contact, and better chest

recoil, which is lacking in TFT and TTT, respectively (18). The

OPT was considered the easiest of the three techniques. However,
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TABLE 4 Comparison of di�culty level.

OPT TFT TTT P-value

Difficulty level 2.20± 0.76 3.38± 0.83 3.17± 0.95 p < 0.0001, OPT vs. TTT

p < 0.0001, OPT vs. TFT

p= 0.003, TTT vs. TFT

Data was presented as mean and standard deviation.

Difficulty level graded as 5-point Likert scale: 1- Very Easy, 2- Easy, 3-Neutral, 4-Difficult, 5- Very Difficult.

OPT, Open Palm Technique; TFT, Two Finger Technique; TTT, Two-Thumb encircling hand technique.

due to the limited one-time application of this technique, we were

not able to assess the fatigue that would occur during multiple

rounds of CPR.

Our study had several limitations. First, the use of a manikin

model in a simulated study may not directly translate results

to real infants. We recognized that chest compliance of humans

may differ based on age, underlying diseases, and anatomic

abnormalities, which is not the case for manikins. Second,

the use of fingers for infant CPR was suggested to reduce

chest compression–related injuries such as rib fractures or liver

lacerations. However, our study could not assess the risk of chest

compression injury with the use of OPT. It is also unknown

how OPT might work in children with instrumentation such as

a tracheostomy or pacemaker in place. Third, it is difficult to

estimate whether the experience of pediatric critical care providers

created a bias in achieving better chest compression depth, chest

compression rate, and chest compression fraction or if bias was

created during the pre-simulation practice session where providers

learned this new technique. Finally, the study was performed

as in-hospital CPR as participants performed continuous 2-

min CPR without ventilation and no other interruptions or

distractions. It is unknown how OPT may compare to standard

techniques in a true code environment and when ventilation

is utilized.

5. Conclusion

Our study evaluated the performance of a novel single-hand

OPT for infant CPR. The rationale for this new technique was

based on the inability of healthcare providers to achieve metrics

set by the AHA guidelines through standardized infant CPR

techniques. We found that providers using the OPT achieved

deeper chest compression depth in comparison to TFT. Critical

care providers found the technique easiest compared to the two

standard techniques, thus indicating that this would be feasible

as a new technique for infant CPR. However, we were unable to

achieve the 4-cm chest compression depth goal set by the AHA

guidelines with any of the three CPR techniques. Further research is

needed to optimize CPR performance to achieve the targeted chest

compression depth in infants.
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